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Abstract: A current source with a space-vector hysteresis- band and a constant switching frequency has been designed to be
used with surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous generators. Its fast response makes it very suitable to carry out the
precise control necessary in Wave Energy Converters (WEC). These systems are characterized by large variations of speed,
torque (or force) and frequency that means that the control has to cope with large variations of voltage and current and also with
persistent periods where these variables present low values. The control system takes into account both rotation direction (or dis-
placement direction, when a linear generator is considered) and electrical sequences, something necessary in WEC such as point
absorbers. The algorithm was successfully tested in the laboratory using an ad hoc built emulator, that reproduces the behavior of
an oscillating water column based WEC. The emulator was built using a similar hardware to those used in equivalent real systems.

1 Introduction

A wave energy converter (WEC) consists of a prime mover, a Power
Take-Off (PTO) and a control system, normally based on an elec-
tronic converter controlled by a microprocessor. The function of the
control system is to drive the PTO so that it operates at its maxi-
mum efficiency point under all operating conditions [1–5]. Because
of the oscillating nature of the wave, the speed and torque or force
provided by the prime mover to the PTO undergoes large and steep
fluctuations. Therefore, the control system is required to have a fast
response, not delayed by the effect of the numerical integration used
in proportional-integral (PI) regulators in traditional vector control
of electric machines [6].

The control of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
(PMSG) is usually performed by a Voltage Source Converter (VSC).
It works as a voltage source regulated by means of a current feedback
to carry out an indirect torque (or force) and field control [7].

Another possibility for a more direct and faster control is to
use the electronic converter as a nonlinear current source, although
traditional algorithms (bang-bang controllers, etc.) present disadvan-
tages such as non-constant switching frequency and unpredictable
harmonic content [8]. However, hysteresis current control of voltage-
source converters offers simplicity, lack of tracking errors, indepen-
dence of load parameter changes, and unmatched transient response
in comparison with other techniques. These characteristics make it
advisable to adopt this method in all cases where high accuracy and
wide bandwidth are required [9, 10] such as the highly irregular (in
amplitude and frequency) power profile generated in wave power
plants.

Recently, different control strategies for voltage source convert-
ers have been introduced such as model based predictive control
(MPC). This type of control considers the model of the system, and
according to a cost function and the control objectives, chooses the
optimal voltage vector [11, 12]. However, this approach presents a
high ripple in the control variables, and the switching frequency, sim-
ilarly to direct torque control (DTC), is variable, although there are
alternative strategies to overcome these downsides [13, 14].

Another recent control strategy is the direct power control (DPC).
It provides a fast control but presents variable switching frequency
and high ripple in the torque and power [11, 12].

Several strategies for fault tolerance [15, 16] have also been
developed for double-fed induction generator (DFIG) and PMSG
in wind energy and could be applicable to wave energy, reducing
the maintenance cost, increasing the productivity and the survival
of buoy-based WECs in circumstances where control would be lost,
etc.

Specifically for the control of oscillating water column (OWC)
power plants, systems designed to control the rotation speed of the
DFIGs connected to the turbine have been recently published. For
example, an event triggered backstepping controller (ET-BSC) and
an event triggered sliding mode controller (ET-SMC) were suc-
cessfully tested in [17] with the ET-BSC performing better than
the ET-SMC. Other system use a maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) controller [18] to continuously adjust the speed of the DFIG
according to a previously established curve. All of them are intended
to avoid the stalling problem associated to Wells turbines, to remove
this power output limit.

Complementary controls to the electric generator control have
also been proposed to improve the wave power conversion such as
controlling the airflow through the throttle valve [19] or by the pre-
diction of the wave elevation inside the chamber of the OWC [20].
In addition, the oscillation of the generated power can be smoothed
by adding storage capability [21, 22].

In [23], an OWC power plant emulator (waves, chamber, turbine)
is presented, but the dynamic control of the torque generated by the
Wells turbine and applied to the PMSG is not addressed and, indeed,
the control strategy does not make use of any dynamic equation of
the PMSG. Therefore, a simple diode-based rectifier with a DC/DC
converter was sufficient. By contrast, the nonlinear vector current
source (NLVCS) proposed in this work is based on the dynamic
equations of the PMSG and it requires the use of a three-phase con-
verter controlled by a microcontroller. As a result, unlike [23], the
hardware setup used in this paper comprises three microcontrollers
(instead of two), they are dual core (instead of single core) and
they are interconnected over the Internet to keep the synchroniza-
tion of the beginning and the end of the tests, to share alarms and for
monitoring tasks.

In [24] a NLVCS based on the electrical equations of a grid con-
nected three-phase converter is presented. In this simple case, the
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Fig. 1: Torque control.
a Under rated speed at rated voltage.
b Field weakening. Above rated speed at rated voltage.

frequency and the voltage amplitude are constant and the whole sys-
tem (inputs and outputs) is electrical. By contrast, in the new strategy
presented in this paper, the calculations performed by the NLVCS are
based on the dynamic electromechanical equations of the PMSG.
Indeed, the objective of this new proposal is to dynamically con-
trol the mechanical torque and the magnetic field of the machine
from the stator currents. This new NLVCS allows to perform a max-
imum power point tracking technique, magnetic field weakening,
etc. In addition, it is robust to parameter variations in the electrical
generator.

To solve the equations in every cycle, the proposed strategy
must estimate the emf generated by the generator from the electro-
mechanic equations of the PMSG and measurements. It is important
to highlight that, in this application, the electrical quantities present
large variations of amplitude and frequency. Also, the operations
carried out by the algorithm are different resulting in a constant
cycle time that makes its programming on a microcontroller easier.
Other features associated to wave energy power plants have been
considered within the proposed algorithm such as the overvoltage
generated by transient over-speed (prevented by field weakening),
code tuning to cope with wide emf and frequency ranges, or related
to technical limitations such as the measurement of occasionally
extremely low rotation speed and shaft angle, etc.

2 Control Algorithm

The NLVCS control algorithm is based on the space-vector model of
the PMSG, comprising an emf source and an inductor in series, and
the reference frame is synchronized with the magnetic field axis in
order to allow torque and field control of the generator.

On the one hand, the shaft speed is regulated to obtain the max-
imum electric power from the PTO. Thus, the speed is taken to the
maximum efficiency point (according to the power generation) by
controlling the load torque, Te, provided by the PMSG, Fig. 1(a)
[7]:

Te =
p

2
λfdisq (1)

where λfd is the magnetic field provided by the magnets, p the num-
ber of poles and isq is one of the components of the stator current in
a rotating reference frame where the d-axis is aligned with the rotor
flux.

In addition, the magnetic field is also controlled. Under normal
operating conditions, the field is exclusively provided by the surface-
mounted magnets so the reference for isd is set to zero, Fig. 1(a).
Only when, occasionally, the shaft speed exceeds the rated value,
field weakening is performed by regulating isd < 0, but keeping it
away from the point of irreversible demagnetization, Fig. 1(b).

In order to set the isd and isq references for the generator, the
value of the electromotive force (emf) vector, ~e, must be constantly
calculated. It can be done by measuring voltages and currents, and
using the electrical machine model [7]:

~e = ~uc −Rs~i− Ls
d~i

dt
(2)

100

110010

011

001 101

Fig. 2: Calculation of the necessary ∆~i and the corresponding ~uc.

expressed in the stationary reference frame, where ~uc is the converter
voltage, and Rs and Ls are, respectively, the generator resistance
and inductance.

Nevertheless, as long as the magnetic field is constant in the
PMSG (λsd = λfd) by keeping isd = 0, the emf can be calculated
as follows:

|~e| = λsd · ω (3)

However, in the field weakening region (isd < 0), the total magnetic
field has to be calculated as:

λsd = Lsd · isd + λfd (4)

The magnetic field λfd can be previously calculated by measuring
the voltage and the speed in the unloaded generator. Also, a rotor
position measurement is necessary to obtain the vector angle, but it
has to be noted that this angle and the shaft speed are available since
they are used by the vector control algorithm.

Following the program code sequence, the algorithm first calcu-
lates the direction of the space-vector current increment necessary to
get the desired current value in the real generator at the end of the
next control cycle, as shown in Fig. 2.

Thus, the current increment, ∆~i, is obtained by comparing the ref-
erence current vector, (iα ref, iβ ref), and the measured current vector,
(iα, iβ), both of them expressed in the stationary reference frame:

∆iα = iα ref − iα (5)

∆iβ = iβ ref − iβ (6)

Next, taking into account the actual value of the emf, ~e, the volt-
age vector to be applied by the inverter, ~uc , in order to get the desired
∆~i, is calculated as follows (neglecting the term Rs~i):

~uc ≈ Ls
d~i

dt
+ ~e (7)

For each current vector location there are four possible current
increments, as a function of the sign of its coordinates, so there are
four possible solutions for ~uc. Its value is calculated in every micro-
processor program cycle by using the PMSG terminals equation (this
approximation becomes less accurate as the shaft speed slows down
and the emf decreases), Fig. 3.

The maximum voltage vector, ~uc, describes a circumference of
radius R = 0.866 · Udc. Therefore, the ~uc to be generated in the
next program cycle can be obtained by calculating the intersec-
tion between a straight line with the desired slope, d~i/dt, and the
circumference described by ~uc, Fig. 3.

The algorithm implementation was carried out by studying the
solutions in the vertical axis, β, and the location of the vectors ~e and
∆~i. It can be verified that when ∆iβ > 0, the solution for the inter-
section of the straight line Lsd~i/dt and the circumference described
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Fig. 3: There are four main possibilities for ∆~i in each program cycle.

Fig. 4: Space hysteresis area around the current space vector. Two
possible cases: |∆~i| > ε and |∆~i| < ε in each program cycle.

by the inverter voltage vector is:

ucβ =
q +

√
q2 − (1 + d2) · (q2 − d2R2

s)

1− d2
(8)

Likewise, when ∆iβ < 0, the solution is always:

ucβ =
q −

√
q2 − (1 + d2) · (q2 − d2R2

s)

1− d2
(9)

where q is the intersection point of the straight line and the vertical
axis, d the slope of this line and R the radius of the circumference.

By using this algorithm it is possible to obtain the correct solu-
tion by calculating a single square root in each microprocessor
cycle, which leads to a considerable computation time saving in the
PMSG control (between 2.75µs and 12µs depending on whether a
lookup-table or a standard iterative C function is used). In addition,
it provides a more constant cycle time, which is an advantage for
predicting the total computation time of the control program, some-
thing fundamental when choosing the ADC sampling period and the
SVM PWM cycle time.

The control system, detailed in Section 4, uses a single P-I regula-
tor to control the rotation speed through the torque (by means of isq)
and it does not need any P-I regulator to control the magnetic field.
The typical inner control loops for isd and isq have been replaced
by a NLVCS.

Note that, by directly imposing the value of the α and β compo-
nents of the current (or d and q), the need for using the decoupling
terms necessary to obtain the corresponding voltages in d and q is
eliminated, which makes independent control in both axes easier.

The duty cycle of the PWM within the SVM is not corrected in
all the control cycles since it depends on whether the increment of
current space vector exceeds a certain space hysteresis area around
the tip of the electric current vector in each program cycle, Fig. 4.

The algorithm is able to adapt itself to both electrical sequences,
positive and negative, depending on the direction of the speed
applied to the electrical generator.

This feature would be necessary, for example, in the case of point
absorbers. In some of these systems, the heave oscillating movement
of the floating body is directly translated into changes of direction

in the generator shaft rotation since they are connected to each other
through a mechanism such as rack and pinion. In the cases of a direct
drive PTO system, the motion is directly transmitted to the trans-
lator of a linear generator [25]. In these two previously mentioned
cases, the NLVCS controls the electromagnetic force instead of the
electromagnetic torque [4]. Both cases make the voltage to alternate
between the positive and negative sequences.

3 Simulation of the NLVCS

In this Section, the proposed algorithm is implemented in
Simulink/MATLAB and applied to the direct drive point absorber
model presented in [4] and to the OWC power plant model pre-
sented in [1, 2, 23, 26] . For the simulations in the following
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, a wave data series (WDS) was synthetically
generated by using the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum [27], with
the significant height Hs = 1 m and energy period Te = 10 s.

3.1 Direct Drive Point Absorber

The point absorber WEC model is composed of a floating body con-
nected to a linear PMSG by a very stiff rope. Depending on the
position of the moving parts, buoy and translator, their motion is
coupled or not. This simulation has been carried out in order to
verify the effectiveness of the NLVCS under positive and negative
sequences generated by the irregular and bidirectional oscillation of
the translator velocity. The NLVCS in the current controller block is
controlled by using the optimal control proposed in [4], where the
impedance seen from the generator terminals must be purely resis-
tive with value Rop. Therefore, in this approach, the voltage and
current at the generator terminals should be kept in phase by the
controller and the NLVCS. The simplified electrical scheme of this
WEC model is shown in Fig. 5(a), where the grid-side connection is
modeled as a DC source.

For the WDS, the optimal resistance, Rop, was set to 2 Ω. The
responses of the WEC over time are shown in detail in Fig. 6,
between t = 5 s and t = 11 s. Within this interval, the translator
speed direction changes at about t = 8 s as well as the correspond-
ing sequence of voltages and currents. It can be seen in Fig. 6(a) that,
whichever the translator direction, the NLVCS is able to ensure the
correct control operation, where the ratio ua/isa = 2.

Another simulation is carried on with the same wave profile. How-
ever, now Rop alternates between 10 and 0.25 Ω every 0.2 seconds
to check its dynamic response under fast and abrupt changes in the
control variable Rop. Fig. 6b shows the behavior of the voltage
and current in phase-a at the terminal generator under this con-
dition. Again, the NLVCS operates correctly and presents a fast
dynamic response, reaching the condition ua/isa almost instanta-
neously despite the changes in the direction of the velocity and the
rough conditions of the control variable.
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Fig. 6: Simulation of the direct drive WEC in [4] with the nonlinear
current source in the current controller.
a Voltage and current in phase a at the terminal generator forRop = 2 Ω.
b Voltage and current in phase a at the terminal generator forRop changing between 10
and 0.25 Ω every 0.2 seconds.

Once verified the effectiveness of the proposed NLVSC
algorithm, it has been compared with a conventional current con-
troller implemented with PI [8]. For this, a regular wave profile has
been used and Rop has been changed in 2 s time intervals and, con-
sequently, the reference current too. Fig. 7 shows the current at the
linear PMSG terminals in two different time windows. Both cases
demonstrate the fast response of the NLVSC, where the generated
current follows the current reference. On the other hand, the PI-based
controller presents a slower dynamic response and it takes a time to
establish the current. In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 7, the dif-
ference between the reference current and the one generated by the
PI-based controller can reach up to 12 A.

3.2 OWC

The OWC is a WEC whose energy chain conversion is divided into
three steps: first, the mechanical energy of the waves to the pneu-
matic energy in the OWC chamber; second, pneumatic to mechanical
through the Wells turbine; and, finally, mechanical to electrical in the
PMSG.

3.2.1 Chamber Model: The detailed modelling of the chamber
in an OWC device, from the fluid mechanics point of view, gives rise
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Fig. 7: Performance of the current controller implemented with the
proposed NLVSC and the conventional PI.

to complex mathematical models. However, the hardware implemen-
tation of the emulator imposes some limits because of the hardware
and cycle time constraints, so it is necessary to reach a compromise
between the level of detail of the model and the capabilities of the
hardware on which this model is running. As, from the point of view
of the electric generation, a high degree of detail is not necessary, it
was decided to use a simplified model.

The restrictions considered in the chamber model were:

• The air column inside the chamber was considered incompress-
ible, meaning that air losses have been neglected.
• The height of the water surface inside the chamber was consid-
ered equal to the height reached by the wave. This assumption is
reasonable when the wavelength of the incident ocean wave is much
bigger than the dimensions of the water surface in motion inside the
chamber.

Also, this means that the transfer function between the incident wave
and the chamber oscillations, the memory effects related to wave
radiation and the effects of the force related to the pressure varia-
tion on the oscillating water mass are neglected. This makes the two
systems, oscillating water column and PTO, decoupled. As a conse-
quence, the hydrodynamics inside the chamber is not fully described
but, from the electrical point of view, the power delivered to the grid
does not lose the multifrequency spectrum of the waves.

The OWC device equations include a simplified chamber model
where the vertical speed is calculated as:

Vx =

(
Ac
Ad

)
· ∂hc
∂t

(10)

whose variables are defined in Table 1.

3.2.2 Wells Turbine Model: The Wells turbine is represented
through the torque obtained from the air flow. Fig. 8 shows, in solid
line, the characteristic curve of a generic turbine model [28] where,
in turn, the flow coefficient, Φ, is a function of the air flow through
the turbine:

Φ =
Vx

rt · ωt
(11)

The torque, Tt, produced by the Wells turbine is calculated
through the torque coefficient, Ct, represented in Fig. 8, which
depends on the characteristic curve of each particular turbine,
described by:

Tt = Ct ·K · rt ·
[
V 2
x + (rt · ωt)2

]
(12)

where K is a constant of the turbine.
Due to the PMSG, voltage and frequency are variable (as in

Section 3.1), but, in this case, the Wells turbine makes the PMSG
operate only in direct sequence. Fig. 5(b) shows the electrical
simplified scheme of this OWC.
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Note that this system is very similar to the one in Fig. 5(a). Apart
from the energy chain conversion, the difference is the control strat-
egy to maximize the power extraction. In this case, the one presented
in [1, 2] is implemented, where the control variable is the angular
velocity of the rotor, ωt, that must be set to achieve the maximum
turbine efficiency in the efficiency curve [29] in Fig. 8 through the
corresponding flow coefficient, Φmax ef. In effect, by substituting
Φmax ef, Vx (measured in a real power plant or calculated from the
waves in the emulator) and the turbine radius, rt, in Eq. (11), the
microcontroller obtains the maximum efficiency speed in every pro-
gram cycle. Fig. 12(a) summarizes the implementation of the OWC
in DSP-1.

The good performances of the NLVCS are confirmed by the result
obtained since it shows an actual PMSG shaft speed very close to the
reference speed over the 4 minutes simulated for this WDS. Fig. 9
shows this result for 20 s for better visualization.

4 Hardware Emulator. Description

In order to test the current source behavior in real conditions, a cus-
tomized emulator was used (Fig. 10). It comprises one separately
excited DC Motor (to reproduce the self-rectifying turbine torque),
one three-phase surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous
generator, one three-phase step-up transformer for grid connection,
three electronic converters and a control system composed by 3 dual
core microprocessors, Fig. 11. Among the self-rectifying turbines
used in OWC systems, a Wells Turbine was chosen for the emu-
lation due to it being one of the most commonly studied and used
technology.

From the functional point of view, the simulator consists of three
main systems:

• OWC simulator (system 1): it comprises the wave and the OWC
chamber simulation as well as the Wells turbine model. They were
programmed using C language and the torque generated by the tur-
bine was reproduced by using a DC motor driven by a DC/DC
converter. The control of this system was implemented in the dual
core DSP 1 [24].
• Power Take-Off (system 2): it is composed by a PMSG and the
back-to-back VSC necessary for the control of the generator. The
nonlinear current source control of this system was implemented in
the dual core DSP 2.
• Grid connection (system 3): it consists of a three-phase inverter
and its vector control system, programmed in the third microproces-
sor, the dual core DSP 3.

Microcontrollers specifically designed for power plants and elec-
tric drive control were chosen, and they feature internet connection
capabilities for Smart Grid integration. All DSPs are Texas Instru-
ments (TI) F28M35x Concerto, consisting of two very different
cores: one ARM Cortex M3 and one TI C28. This architecture was
chosen because it allows independent communication tasks (with the
user or other DSPs) and control tasks.

Internally, the communication between the cores was carried out
through a shared RAM memory and a message-based protocol. As
they feature internet connection, the communication between the
DSPs was carried out using the laboratory WiFi, but the user can
choose between USB or WiFi communication. In the latter case, con-
trol or monitoring can be performed even from outside the Lab. Each
control system has its specifically designed user interface, developed
using Matlab GUI or LabView.

The equations of the simplified models of the OWC chamber and
the Wells turbine programmed in the DSP 1 were the same as used
in [1, 23], whose variables are summarized in Table 1. These models
and the control system are shown as a block diagram in Fig. 12(a),
where the torque to be reproduced is calculated by means of Eq. (12).

Fig. 12(b) shows the control block diagram of the nonlinear cur-
rent source implemented and tested in system 2 over the PMSG.
The current component isq controls the generator torque, Te, (and
therefore the rotation speed) and the component isd, the magnetic
field. The ωt required to achieve the maximum turbine efficiency
was imposed by system 2, which calculates this speed in each pro-
gram cycle by Eq. (11) with Φmax ef. Normally, isd is kept to zero
in order to not modify the magnetic field provided by the permanent
magnets, but if the shaft speed exceeds the rated speed, a field weak-
ening is carried out limited by the irreversible demagnetization point.
Also, a typical vector control for grid connection was implemented,
in system 3, Fig. 12(c).

Since a hardware technology (DSP, inverters, generator, etc.) rep-
resentative of a real power plant has been used, the emulator built in
the laboratory has turned out useful, not only to obtain experimen-
tal results in order to verify the properties of the control algorithm,
but also to investigate the particularities and technological limita-
tions associated with wave energy power plants. These particularities
might be a consequence of the technologies used, either the type
of generator (PMSG, etc.), measurement limitations (wide range of
speeds, occasionally extremely low speeds, etc.), or others that need
to be taken into account by modifying the control program (transient
over-speed, wide emf and frequency ranges, occasional extremely
low and durable emf, etc.).

5 Experimental Results

Next, the experimental results obtained from the hardware setup
described in the previous section under several different tests are
presented.
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5.1 Steady State Test

In the first test, the nonlinear current source was tested for constant
PMSG rotation speed (470 rpm). Several values of isd and isq were
imposed to the generator using the current source, as it is shown in
the following figures. Fig. 13 shows the shape of the stator currents
when the nonlinear current source feeds the PMSG.

5.2 Dynamic Response Test

Fig. 14 shows the step response of isq (torque) when it changes
from −2 A to −5 A and from −2 A to −10 A whereas isd (mag-
netic field) is set to 0 . The results show the fast dynamic provided
by the NLVCS to control the torque by means of isq .

5.3 Dynamic Response Test in the Field Weakening Region

In a wave energy power plant, the irregular wave might lead the shaft
speed to values greater than the rated one. In this situation, the emf
can overpass the insulation rated value of the windings, destroying
them. To avoid it, it would be necessary to partially demagnetize
the PMSG setting the isd to a negative value. In order to prevent
this problem, the OWC chamber must also feature a pressure relief
valve (which is a common practice). Fig. 15 shows a demagnetiz-
ing test carried out with the generator rotating at 650 rpm, isq set to
−6 A and step current isd of 0 and −2 A. The result shows the fast
dynamic provided by the NLVCS to weaken the magnetic field of
the PMSG.

5.4 Maximum Efficiency Speed Test

In this test, the ability of the current source to impose the maxi-
mum efficiency speed on the generator was tested over four minutes,
using 2400 wave samples. The control system needs to know the
rotor position in order to calculate the magnetic field position. There
are several ways to work this out: using a resolver, an encoder, a slid-
ing mode observer, etc. In this test, an encoder featuring index signal
to signal the completion of every revolution was used.

Fig. 16 shows the measured magnetic field position, used to deter-
mine the d-q reference frame position. It can be seen something
that characterize the wave energy applications: large changes in the
speed caused by the irregular wave. This fact introduces an extra dif-
ficulty for the control since there are periods presenting very slow
rotation speed, even around zero, that can change to a fast rotation
speed. These changes imply angular position and speed calcula-
tion algorithm must adapt quickly to avoid introducing any error.
Depending on the sea state, the wave can experience persistent peri-
ods of low turbine and generator rotation speed may happen, making
difficult to keep the synchronization with the magnets field as well
as to control the power source when the emf is close to zero.

Due to the large speed variations experienced by generators
deployed in wave energy, the emf presents a wide range of frequency
and amplitude values. These large variations are a key point in the
nonlinear current source operation since ∆~i is, ultimately, generated
by the difference between ~e and the voltage generated by the inverter
~uc. Fig. 17 shows the ~e measured by the microprocessor, expressed
by means of its two components in the static reference frame. Note
the large amplitude and frequency variations .

The PMSG stator current shows large variations, Fig. 18. This is a
consequence of the irregular torque applied to the PMSG shaft by the
Wells turbine (the emulator in this case) and, ultimately, of the irreg-
ular wave, leading to a variable rotation speed. The DSP-2 task is to
take the PMSG shaft speed to the maximum efficiency point in every
moment and, to achieve that, the NLVCS has to impose the needed
current value in every moment. Due to the highly variable speed (and
emf), the stator current has to be variable as well. Also, the nonlinear
operation of the current source used leads to an irregular shape in the
waveform.

The q-component of the PMSG stator current in the magnetic field
reference frame, isq , provides a measurement of the generator torque
since they are proportional. Fig. 19 shows that this component was
always negative throughout the test since the generator torque was
also negative (opposed to the motor torque provided by the Wells
turbine). The isq waveform presents large variations due to two rea-
sons: the irregular wave leads to an irregular Wells turbine torque
but, also, the nonlinear operation of the current source generates
nonsinusoidal currents that lead to a non-smooth waveform.

The d-component of the stator current, isd, represents the electro-
magnetic field generated by the stator currents and windings. Since
no overexcitation or field weakening was required in this test, it was
kept to zero in order to avoid extra iron losses or demagnetizing the
permanent magnets in the rotor. Fig. 19 shows the isd waveform,
kept around zero during the test.

Fig. 20 shows how the actual PMSG shaft rotation speed, mea-
sured by the DSP-2 using an encoder (red) and the maximum
efficiency speed (blue), were continuously superimposed, which
proves that the nonlinear current source provided an excellent PTO
control.

5.5 Robustness Test

The NLVCS needs to estimate the emf in every program cycle. In this
test, the constant that relates the rotor speed and the emf, Eq. (3), has
been changed by 40%. Even so, the result shows a rotor speed very
close to the reference, Fig. 21. The value of the stator resistance is
not taken into account in the NLVCS but it could become important
at low speeds, when the voltage drop in Rs is comparable to the
voltage supply. However, the results of the test have shown that, even
a very slow speeds, the actual speed is close to the reference. The
stator inductance value has no effect on the NLVCS since the voltage
vector is calculated from the derivative of the stator current Eq. (7).
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Fig. 13: Three phase current in the PMSG stator in steady state test
when isq = −10 A and isd = 0 A, acquired using a Tektronix TPS
2024 oscilloscope.

5.6 Computation Time

Fig. 21(a) shows the NLVCS computation time of the earlier version
of the NLVCS presented in [24] for the case of a grid connection
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Fig. 14: Evolution of isd (magnetic field) and isq (torque) during
the step response tests.

and Fig. 21(b) shows the computation time of the current version,
presented in this paper for a PMSG control. The new implementa-
tion of the algorithm saves 6.6 µs (28% or 39% respect to the old and
the new computation time respectively) and assures a constant com-
putation time because only one square root is calculated each cycle,
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Fig. 22: NLVCS computation time.
a Worst case of the version presented in [24].
b Constant time of the new version presented in this paper.
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Fig. 23: MPC computation time.
a Minimum computation time.
b Maximum computation time.

whereas in the earlier version the MCU had to calculate one or two
depending on whether a certain condition was satisfied. This aspect,
a constant computing time, is very important for the programmer
since can organize the time spent by each control task better.

For comparison, other advanced and very effective technique, a
model predictive control (MPC) for PMSG, has been implemented
in the same MCU, obtaining the results shown in Fig. 23. In the MPC
case, the computing time is not constant since it depends on whether
the algorithm has to make corrections or not after the first iteration.
It spends between 48 µs and around 130 µs which means that the
programmer has to reserve around 130 µs in the program cycle for
the worst case (although the MPC provides the duration times of the
modulation which saves the time necessary to compute the SVM,
16.4 µs). In consequence, it can be said that the proposed NLVCS
presents a low computing time when compared with other advanced
techniques.

It should be noted that these computation times are only approxi-
mate since they largely depend on the level of optimization selected
in the compilation, the use of optimized or standard functions to
calculate the square root, the CPU used, etc.

6 Conclusion

A control system that allows the use of a VSC and the associated
space vector modulator as a nonlinear current source to control a
PMSG has been developed and tested in a wave energy application.
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The cycle time of the current source algorithm is constant, and thus
predictable, which makes programming easier in a microprocessor.
Also, the algorithm works in both shaft rotation directions and with
both generator electrical sequences. A custom hardware emulator
was built comprising a PMSG, three electronic converters and six
microprocessors, all of them representative of state-of-the-art tech-
nology in this type of application. The fast response of the nonlinear
current source turned out to be very suitable to impose the torque
and magnetic field references in wave energy applications. This is
even more relevant if it is considered that in these applications the
rotation speed experiences large variations that must be controlled
in order to impose the maximum efficiency speed on the PTO. The
current source allows to instantly oppose the necessary load torque
(by means of the PMSG) to the PTO (Wells turbine) torque. In the
event that the shaft rotation speed exceeds the rated value due to an
occasional strong wave, the nonlinear current source allows to carry
out a field-weakening of the permanent magnet generator in order to
avoid possible damages caused by an overvoltage in the windings or
in the DC bus. Finally, the algorithm has exhibited great robustness
against changes in PMSG parameters.
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9 Appendices

Table 1 Turbine model parameters.

Tt Shaft torque (N·m) rt Turbine radius (m)

Φ
Flow coefficient

Vx Air speed in duct (m/s)(nondimensional)

Ct
Torque coefficient

ωt
Angular velocity of rotor

(nondimensional) system (rad/s)
K Constant of the turbine (kg/m)

Table 2 DC motor and AC generator

DC motor PMSG

PN 7.8 kW PN 8.7 kW
UN 400 V UN 400 V
nN 1092 rpm nN 1000 rpm
KT 3.1 KT 6.5

Table 3 Wells turbine

Maximum efficiency flux
Φmax ef = 0.17

Maximum CT before stall for Φ = 0.311
Air density ρ = 1.2 kg/m3

Height of the blades b = 0.045 m
Blade chord length l = 0.090 m
Number of turbine blades n = 8
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